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Regression or Classification Trees 

• Used to partition a (usually large) data set with respect to a target based on input 
variables

• Advances in computing power and availability of software make this possible with 
large datasets and many variables (Loh, 2014)
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Predicting survival on the titanic



Key strengths of classification trees

• No hypothetical models needed – results purely data driven

• Large numbers of predictor variables can be included

• Automatically selects important variables and cut points

• Interactions are inherent in the model

• Input variables can be correlated

• Missing data does not have to be imputed or records deleted

• Resulting trees can be easily interpreted
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How can survey organizations leverage this modeling technique?

“By the fruits which it bears is the tree known.”

-- Jan Hus



Lots of interesting 
statistical methods problems…..

• Impact of model parameters

• How to evaluate model performance

• How to validate models

• How to incorporate costs into models

• How to improve prediction through ensemble methods
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But are there more applications for tree 
models in survey organizations?



NASS Uses of Classification Trees

• Survey weighting

• Data collection planning

• Classification of list frame units

• Identification of specific respondent subgroups

• Identification of important respondent characteristics
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“The clearest way into the Universe is through a forest wilderness.”
― John Muir

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5297.John_Muir


Nonresponse weighting

• Classification trees used to create weighting classes 
based on nonresponse propensities 

• Toth and Phipps, 2014; Lohr, et al, 2015; Buskirk and 
Kolenikov, 2015; Loh, et al, 2017

• In this case:
• Target is response

• Predictors are auxiliary variables available for all cases

• Model is applied to new cases to create response propensity 
groups

• Response propensity in each group used to create NR weights

• Assumes that predictors are related to BOTH response and 
estimates of interest
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NR weighting in the Census of Agriculture

• 2007 COA used classification trees to group 
records into weighting classes for NR weighting 
(Cecere, 2008)

• Inputs: frame data known prior to the census

• Records grouped into NR propensity “leaves”

• Nonresponse weights generated within those 
tree nodes
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Trees for Adaptive Survey Design
• NR classification tree models were less effective than existing calibration models 

for NR weighting (Earp, Mitchell, Kott, Kreuter, 2012)

• But can be used to manage data collection (McCarthy, 2013; Toth and Phipps, 
2012)

• NASS had developed models to classify farm operations:
• Overall nonresponse propensity

• Propensity to refuse cooperation; to remain a noncontact

• Propensity to respond by mode

• Models can be used to adapt data collection strategies for subsets of the sample
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But where else might classification trees 
be useful in survey organizations?

•Targets can include:
•Nonresponse
•Survey eligibility 
•Reporting errors
•Land classification
•What else?
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“There are rich counsels in the trees.”
― Herbert P. Horne

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1351674.Herbert_P_Horne


List Frame Trimming

• For the Census of Agriculture, NASS maintains a large list frame

• Over 3 million records, to count just over 2 million farms

• Classification tree models used to trim records from the list 
frame (Garber, 2009)

• Records with known status (farm/non-farm) were used to build 
model

• Inputs were frame data

• Model then applied to records with unknown status to identify 
records with highest likelihood of being non-farms
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Identifying List Frame Deadwood

• Classification trees used to identify sample units likely to be 
deadwood (i.e. out of business)

• Units that went from farm to non-farm status identified

• Inputs: farm characteristics, administrative info, response history
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Identifying List Frame Deadwood

• For new survey samples, classify sample units as potential 
deadwood

• Use this model to conduct further resource intensive efforts
• Field staff sent to verify actual status of these records

• Some deadwood, but not all

• Status resolved at much higher rate when targeted for verification
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Identifying records with measurement errors

• Records with known errors 
can be classified

• For COA respondents, known 
errors included acres by type 
not equal to total acres

• Predictors include other 
operation characteristics

• Classification trees identified 
operations most likely to have 
errors
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Classification tree example for errors in Total Acres Operated

Records most likely to 
have errors targeted in 
follow on activities
(e.g. cognitive interviews)
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Classifying satellite imagery

• NASS generates a GIS Cropland Data 
Layer (CDL) of crop acreage estimates 
similar to survey based estimates 
(Boryan, Yang, Mueller and Craig, 2011)

• Classification trees are used to classify 
map image pixels as specific crop types

• Targets are type of crop grown in known 
locations provided by farmers

• Inputs are satellite imagery data
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• Models can then be used to classify all 
land in the US

• Crop acreage estimates can be calculated 
from the resulting CDL
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Where else can we use classification trees?

• Trees are a powerful tool with distinct advantages over other 
models

• No hypothesis needed!

• Can examine high numbers of variables

• Missing data does not need to be imputed and may be informative

• Relationships do not have to be linear and higher order interactions are 
easily handled

• Can identify small but important groups

• Can be easily interpreted
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“I think that I shall never see, A poem lovely as a tree…..”
-- Joyce Kilmer



“This is your bravery test. You worked so 
hard and then a crazy-haired guy tells you to 
throw in a big ol' tree on top of it all.”
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